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Fewest of the Few Supplement

SFTS Course 9 Graduated  14 July 1940
SURNAME INITS
GAUNT GN
PAIN JF



 

Gaunt, Geoffrey Norman (SFTS Course 9, Squadron 1)  

Gaunt was educated at The Leys School, Cambridge. He was the cousin of James mason, the 
actor.


He was with 609 Squadron before the war and was a civilian pilot, when he was placed on the 
strength of RAF Yeadon on 27 August 1939.


Gaunt resumed his elementary flying training at 9 EFTS, Ansty, on 30 October and with that 
complete, he arrived at the SFTS at Cranwell on 10 April 1940 to attend Course 9, and was 
commissioned in the Auxiliary Air Force on that day. The course ended on 14 July and Gaunt 
arrived at 7 OTU, Harwarden, on the 15th.


After converting to Spitfires, he rejoined 609 Squadron at Warmwell on 10 August and flew his 
first operational sortie on the 18th.


He shared the destruction of a Bf 110 on the 25th, with Pilot Officer N le C Agazarian. 


Gaunt was killed on 15 September, when he was shot down during an attack on German bombers 
over London. His Spitfire, R6690, crashed and burned out near Kenley. Gaunt was 24 years old. 
He is buried in Salendine Nook, Baptist Chapel Yard, Huddersfield.


                                                                    __________
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PB Moore  J Burraston.  RG Ash     RJ Cooper      AJ Holland     JO Slatter

JFD Elckington  BD Erskine.  PR Casement     MI Cox      HA Jenkins     D Fulford.    GN Dawson

JG Brown  PHH Pritchard  GJ Cornish     GN Gaunt      JD Crossman     JF Davis    NM Maynard

 
Not strictly part of 11 Gp, but based at RAF Tangmere, the Fighter Interception Unit was 
formed and commanded by Peter Chamberlain, following his pioneering development work 
on air interception radar. Henry Eeles is also unique in that he is one Cranwellian who 
declined the offer of the Battle of Britain Clasp, despite having earned it as OC 263 Sqn 
operating Whirlwind and Hurricane aircraft. Charles Bacon, Ferdinand Baraldi and David 
Fulford were three Cranwellian participants who received their flying training from the 
SFTS at RAF Cranwell. 

On 12 Group operations, Tim Vigors (222 Sqn) appears to have been the outstanding 
Cranwellian ‘ace’ with five successes during the Battle of Britain.  

Arguably a better known Cranwellian in 12 Group was Sir Douglas Bader who, as OC 242 
Sqn, famously advocated the ‘Big Wing’ Ops concept despite fierce opposition from 11 
Gp who, being closer to the enemy lines, could not assemble a comparable ‘Big Wing’ in 
time to repel the oncoming Luftwaffe forces; they opted for finger four formations attacking 
the enemy aircraft in pairs, a mode d’emploi which was to become SOP in ‘Rodeo’ fighter 
sweeps over France after the Battle of Britain had been won. Bader was attributed four 
successes (1½ x Do 17, 1 x Bf109, 1 x Bf110) in the Battle of Britain. It is postulated that 
he was shot down - some believe blue-on-blue - in 1941, captured by the Germans and 
enjoyed the hospitality of Colditz Castle till the end of the war. 

Having been posted from 1 Sqn to 242 Sqn on 21 September, Michael Homer was shot 
down and killed on 27 September when his Hurricane aircraft P2967 crashed into a wood 
near Sittingbourne. 
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Pain,  John Francis (SFTS Course 9, Squadron 2)  

It is suggested that pain was born a Scot and taken to Australia as a child. His mother 
married Sir Alan Mansfield, Governor of Queensland from 1966 to 1972. 

Accepted as a candidate for an 
RAF short service commission, 
Pain sailed for England on 30 
August 1939 in the SS Orama. 

He arrived at 9 EFTS, Ansty, on 
16 October for his ab initial 
course. He moved to the SFTS at 
Cranwell to attend No 9 Course, 
which ran from 10 April to 14 July. 
Flying training completed, Pain 
arrived at 7 OTU, Harwarden, on 
15 July, to convert to Hurricanes. 

He joined 32 Squadron at Biggin 
Hill on 29 July. 

Pain claimed a Bf 109 probably destroyed and a Ju 88 damaged on 15 August, destroyed 
a Ju 88 on the 16th and on the 18th he destroyed a Do 17 and probably another. On the 
day, Ian an engagement over Biggin Hill, Pain was shot down in flames by Bf 109s, in 
Hurricane P3147. He baled out, wounded, landed near Horsmonden and was admitted to 
hospital.. He did not return to his squadron until 31 October. 

Pain was posted to 249 Squadron at North Weald on 29 November, but on 18 December, 
he left  and soon after ember on the aircraft carrier HMS Furious. He flew off to Takoradi 
and then flew a Hurricane to Malta on 29 January and joined 261 Squadron at Ta Kali. 

On 1 February, he claimed a Ju 88 destroyed, on the 4th probably another, on the 12th a 
probable Bf 109 and a Ju 88 damaged, on 5 March a Bf 110 probably destroyed and a Do 
17 shared, on 18 March a CR 42 destroyed and a probable another, on 20 April another 
CR 42 destroyed and probably a second and at night on 15 may an He 111 destroyed. 

In early May 1941, Pain returned to the Middle East and was posted to ADU, Takoradi. He 
was with 73 Squadron in the Western Desert in 1942. On 3 July, he destroyed a Bf 109, 
probably a Ju 87 and damaged another, and on the 10th he damaged a CR 42. After a 
short spell with 123 Squadron in Persia, Pain returned to England, commanded 26 ACUU 
in 1943 and later in the yea he was at 20 MU. 

In late March 1944, Pain resigned his commission and returned to Australia. He changed 
his name to Booker-Pain in 1972. He died on 12 September 1980. 
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Honours and Awards 

Not entirely for their exploits during the Battle of Britain, two Cranwellians were honoured 
during WWII with a DSO and Bar - Sir Douglas Bader and FV Beamish - the DSO being 
the next highest award to the Victoria Cross that can be awarded to members of the RAF. 
A further 12 Cranwellians received the DSO.
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13 Group controlled RAF squadrons deployed in the Midlands. The acknowledged 
Cranwellian ‘ace’ was Jimmie Elsdon (72 Sqn), with six successes. Two Cranwellians 
(Noel Benson and Basil Way) lost their lives on Ops with 13 Group. 

Miles Miley joined 25 Sqn at Hawkinge. He was still with the squadron in early July 1940, 
but was attached to the Air Fighting Development Unit at Northolt on 15 August. In the 
early evening of 15 September, Miley was flying as a passenger in Beaufighter R2067 
from North Weald, with Fg Off HMS Lambert as pilot and LAC JP Wyatt as crew. The 
aircraft crashed near Kenley aerodrome at 1820 and all three men on board were killed. It 
has never been established whether the crash was an accident or the result of enemy 
action. On that day, Feldwebel Neuhoff of JG53 claimed a Blenheim destroyed, but none 
was reported lost on the 15th. It is possible that he may have mistaken the Beaufighter for 
a Blenheim, if indeed he did shoot it down. Miley was buried in St Andrew's churchyard, 
North Weald, Essex. 

On 3 July, Basil Way shared a Do17; on 8 July he claimed a Me109 destroyed and shared 
another; on 24 July two probable Me109’s; on the 25 July another Me109 destroyed. 
Immediately after this victory, he was shot down and killed, crashing into the Channel in 
his Spitfire R6707.  

Of the Cranwellians serving in 13 Group, all were flight cadets except Temlett who, despite 
starting his training at the RAF College, transferred to the RAFVR when the College closed 
down at the outbreak of WW2. 
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Battle of Britain - 12 Group Participants

19

HW Charnock

PI 
Howard-Williams

66

HF Burton

RHA Leigh

73

MWS Robinson

JWC More

242

MG Homer

DRS Bader

GF 
Powell-Sheddon

222

TA Vigors

23

GFW Heycock

RMBD 
Duke-Wooley

LC Bicknell
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiat_CR.42

